What to expect at 9 Months!! ! Tips from Gene
The Journey……. Is made of
that you choose or at least control somewhat. These will lead to
, like being Independent, to Belong, to develop Skills, and be Giving when your child grows up! How exciting is that? And it happens, almost before you know it, so watch those Short Term Goals, One Day at a Time!

I’m FULL of Bright ideas!!!

Skills are the Name of
Game and there are a lot of games to be played…
Like “Dropsy”, or “I remember I like the OTHER
toy you AREN’T giving me!”, and “I DON’T like peas today, either!”
Yes, Long Term Memory is setting in, so look forward to STRANGER
ANXIETY and TEMPER FITS!
Social
Emotional

This
changes a lot of the social interactions and can
make for more frustrations! Hang in there and ask about Behavior
issues!
TSK is learning by leaps and
bounds! Language is inCognition
creasing and the MORE you
talk and sing and smile and
laugh, the better it is!!! You may have a Cruiser on your hands!
Get that house ready for all the Safety issues
the box to the right!

ahead! - see

Safety

Safety Issues / Ask for Help!
Safety Issues
Check the child’s play area MANY times a day
for small, “swallowable”, items. Call if your
baby swallows any non-edible thing, especially
coins, batteries, things with sharp edges. Review
CPR for choking.
Check all shelves, drawers, etc. that your baby
may reach, for harmful items (scissors, knives,
breakables).
Protect electric sockets; place cords out of the
way.
Poison Precautions: Check area often, Poison
Control Number by the phone, 1-800-222-1222.
Car Safety; your child will outgrow the seat
sometime in next few months –be ready!
Fire Drills should be scheduled, and change batteries in the alarm regularly
Burns with hot liquids, curling irons, etc. are
more common as your baby is more mobile!
Your baby shouldn’t be close to you when you
are drinking hot drinks or curling your hair.
Falling accidents (down stairs, especially) are
more common. Check the house for these haz-

ards.

Independence is now on the agenda! You will
notice this with TSK showing more temper fits
when you do anything that he or she thinks
should be different! This is normal! Try to enjoy all the new skills
and ignore the temper fits!

Other reasons to Call:
Concerns with hearing or vision?
Concerns with language or development?
New family stresses?
Any violence?

So, all this adds STRESS to your life; last month you had a
A sweet ba-

by and now you
Stress

have… more
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Try to enjoy the Happy times, and ignore
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the grumpy times.
Hints: Routines help– eat, sleep and play
at the same times of day.
Most Important:
Give that kid a Hug, Dr. Greta and Gene
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Healthy Child Calendar_____

of a grumpy baby!
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A Way to Stay “Up-to-Date” on TSK’s Needs: Plan Ahead!
And it all happens each Day as you make choices! Consider these! Add your own!
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Immunizations
Current?
Appropriate vitamins received?
Teeth/Gums brushed daily?
23 Lead Poisoning
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Review
information
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Gene, Dr. Greta’s Advisor

THANK YOU for sharing your journey with Dr. Greta and her advisor, Gene. Together, you will explore the wonders of your
child’s growth and development. We will explore how to use Short Term Goals to reach your Long Term goals… and how to
enjoy the Journey… One Day at a Time! Under the tutelage of Gene, this material is developed by
Greta McFarland, MD FAAP
Box 849
Ashley Clinic
Chanute, Ks 66720

MORE INFO IN DEPTH…..

Now, when your baby experiences something,
it is immediately processed by many parts of
Just when you thought you were getting the
the brain, and memory pulls a similar experihang of this parenting thing, WOW!; you wake ence up for comparison. If there was a strong
up one morning to a different baby! Most baemotion before, like “This looks like that game
bies until nine months are happy most of the
I liked before!”, then the baby will respond with
time. When they do show displeasure, it is only smiles and pleasure. Memory now allows the
for a few minutes; then they are all smiles for
baby to remember things that are not immedianyone who is around! Now, seemingly all of a ately in the baby’s sight; this is called object
sudden, your baby may be afraid to go to
permanence. Babies begin to realize that they
strangers (or even Grandma!), and howls when are separate from everything. This accounts for
he/she is denied a mouth inspection of the elec- the baby now showing more fear at things, and
tric cord. You may actually get “Looks that
people they don’t have lots of contact with on a
Could Kill” when you stop playing your baby’s daily basis (like grandparents/occasional sitfavorite game of “How Fast Can Mommy Pick ters). It must be very scary for babies to sudup the Toy that I’m Throwing on the Floor?”
denly realize how vulnerable and dependent
Take heart: this is all normal. Since this is the
they are, so to counteract this, they quite often
first time you may have started to experience
become more demanding! If you respond in a
true frustration with your baby’s behavior, it is quiet, non-angry, but consistent manner, your
important to start recognizing your feelings, so baby will learn this method of dealing with
that you can deal with your baby effectively.
these feelings. At this age, your baby is not
being demanding just to make you unhappy; he/
Child Care Provider Issues
she is doing it from his/her own needs!
Lest we forget- Review your Child Care situaMotor-Fine motor functions of the fingers are
tion in light of the changing personality issues
seen with finger-thumb action to pick up oblisted below. If you haven’t visited with your
jects. Gross motor functions show crawling
Provider recently, Do It Soon! Your baby is
changing, and now is the time to reassess! See and pulling to stand, maybe cruising. Encourage all kinds of activities with the hands/
the Child Care Provider Check List at the end.
fingers, and encourage crawling/pulling to
Frustration Factors
stand!
Stranger Anxiety: Babies cry with anyone
(including grandparents/sitters) except the main
caregivers. This makes the grandparents/sitters
feel guilty when they leave the baby.
Babies start showing opinions, especially more
displeasure at things. It is harder to pacify
these infants, and now true anger and frustration scenes will be present. How should you
act? Is this the beginning of defiance and discipline problems? Horror pictures flash through
your mind! Well, it’s not that bad; read on!
Development
Cognitive – Memory development is a major
key to these new behaviors. Babies have now
have many experiences that have been categorized and placed in memory. Also, the brain
has a special area, the limbic system, which
assigns likes and dislikes to each experience.

Language – Use of “dadadada” or “mamama” is
seen, but may not be specific. Babbling with
inflection and longer conversations are seen.
Continue reading, singing, and talking lots to
your baby!

fiers). Sucking has a quieting response by getting the heart, blood pressure, and respirations
to become more even and easy. This may be
due to one of those neurotransmitter patterns
discussed several months ago. Sucking may be
a normal, needed response until the child is two
years old. It is better to start some limitation on
it, however, at this age, when the child will be
spending more time out of the bed. One line of
thinking suggests keeping the pacifiers in the
bed, and encouraging a child to use sucking as a
relaxation mechanism mainly in his/her own
bedroom. It isn’t good for a child’s mouth/teeth
to suck all the time, and eventually, this relaxation technique will need to be replaced with
something more practical. Some people think
that prolonged sucking may lead to nail biting
and smoking, as mechanisms of oral stimulation. Another Stress Management technique to
start at this age goes back to understanding the
brain’s need for time to process information.
Most of us need more time alone to process
information when we get upset, so leaving your
baby alone for a few minutes when upset may
help. Being consistent in how you approach
and work with your baby will let him/her know
what to expect, and greatly diminishes stress, as
does keeping the daily schedule consistent.
Body Functioning
Feeding – See Six Month Visit: continue breast
or formula feeds and appropriate vitamins until
one year. Continue slowly adding solids,
watching for choking hazards. Encourage cup
drinking.

Social –Emotional – See above. This will be
TV/videos aren’t recommended until 2
the beginning of helping your child learn to
deal with the emotions of fear, frustration, and years of age, and then no more than 1 hour/
day.
anger. Spending time to understand your
child’s feelings (as best you can!), is the hardest
thing; this literally takes hours of your undivided attention. Planning to spend time with and
thinking about your child, and building this into
your daily life will be the most important gift
you will ever give your child!
Stress Management - Your baby will start
showing more stress symptoms now. Techniques to help, include sucking (thumb, or paci-

